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About This Release

The NVIDIA® Clara Holoscan SDK 0.1 release supports development on the platforms listed below.
Note: This release is intended for use with the listed platforms only. NVIDIA does not provide support
for this release on products other than those listed below.

Platform and Release Information
Description

Supported Version

Supported NVIDIA® Tegra® Linux Driver NVIDIA® JetPack™ 4.5.1 – R32.5
Package (L4T)
Supported Jetson Platforms

Clara Holoscan Developer Kit
Jetson AGX Xavier

Supported x86 Platforms

Ubuntu 18.04

Supported Software for Clara Holoscan NVIDIA® Driver 460.73.01
Developer Kit with NVIDIA® RTX6000
CUDA 11.1
TensorRT 7.2.2
DeepStream 6.0 EA
Rivermax SDK 1.8.21
AJA NTV2 SDK 16.1 and GStreamer Plugin

Package

Supported Version and Platform

Clara Holoscan DeepStream Sample

clara-holoscan-deepstream-sample_1.4.00_arm64.deb for Jetson Nano or Jetson AGX Xavier or
Clara Holoscan Developer Kit
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clara-holoscan-deepstream-sample_1.4.00_amd64.deb for x86 Ubuntu 18.04 with NVIDIA® T4 or
Quadro RTX™
Clara Holoscan Tools

clara-holoscan-tools_1.3.0-0_arm64.deb for
Jetson AGX Xavier or Clara Holoscan Developer Kit

DeepStream Video Source

clara-holoscan-gstnvvideotestsrc_1.1.00_arm64.deb for Jetson AGX Xavier or Clara Holoscan
Developer Kit
clara-holoscan-gstnvvideotestsrc_1.1.00_amd64.deb for x86 Ubuntu 18.04 with T4 or Quadro
RTX

Latency Measurement Tool

clara-holoscan-latency-tool_1.0.0.tgz for
Clara Holoscan Developer Kit

To install Clara Holoscan SDK onto a Clara Holoscan Developer Kit, use NVIDIA SDK Manager. Detailed
instructions on how to use SDK Manager are available here. Ensure you have the latest version of SDK
Manager installed on the host system.
Your account needs to be approved for the Clara Holoscan SDK Early Access program to be able to
install Clara Holoscan SDK with SDK Manager.
Further information on versions, prerequisites, installation, and usage can be found in the Clara
Holoscan SDK User Guide.

Release Support
This release will be supported until 4 weeks after the release of the next version of this software
package and all its components. If a component has been removed from a release package, the
support will be extended by 3 months after the next release of the complete software package. After
that time no further support will be given for such a component.
If further support beyond what is specified above for a specific version is required for updated or
removed software components, a written approval must be requested from NVIDIA. No guarantee is
given that NVIDIA will approve such a request. In all other cases, the above timelines apply until
further notice or otherwise specified.
This support definition applies retroactively to previous software releases.

Purpose of the Release
The Clara Holoscan SDK provides a development framework for medical imaging applications using
the Clara Holoscan Developer Kit.
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•

The following components are included with the Clara Holoscan SDK:

•

RTX6000 Driver Install Tool for Clara Holoscan Developer Kit

•

DeepStream 6.0 EA

•

DeepStream and Endoscopy Sample Applications

•

DeepStream GPU Video Source Plugin

•

Video Pipeline Latency Measurement Tool for Clara Holoscan Developer Kit

The following additional components are supported by the Clara Holoscan SDK and can be installed
either directly using NVIDIA SDK Manager during the initial installation or by following instructions
provided in the Clara Holoscan SDK User Guide:
•

Rivermax SDK and Drivers with GPUDirect Support

•

AJA NTV2 SDK and Drivers with GPUDirect Support for AJA Video Systems Devices
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Known Issues

This section provides details about issues discovered during development and QA but not resolved in
this release.
Issue

Description

200698736

Replaying a paused video using the DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample app
causes the pipeline to reset, and object detection stops working on the Clara
Holoscan Developer Kit in dGPU mode. Restarting the sample app helps to reset
the pipeline.

200698728

Playing video three to four times in one session using the
DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample app with HDMI input and a USB camera
module crashes the sample app on the Clara Holoscan Developer Kit in iGPU
mode. Restarting the sample app helps to reset the pipeline.

3239973

Closing the DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample app while using camera
sensors with the CSI connector on Jetson AGX causes a segmentation fault, and
camera nodes get stuck in unusable state. To restart the nvargus-demon, use
the following:
sudo systemctl restart nvargus-daemon

3423304

Camera modules with CSI connectors are not currently working on the Clara
Holoscan Developer Kit.

200734182

Switching between two different scopes more than two times crashes the
EndoscopyJetsonAGXSample app.

3324601

The Triton container uses the version 7.2.1 TensorRT library, but in some cases,
this is not compatible with the version 7.2.2 library installed by the host. To
resolve this, update to the 21.05.1-v1-py3 Triton container with the
version 7.2.2 TensorRT libraries.

200767662

Starting CSI camera sensors with GStreamer sometimes causes red/black
screen. To restart the nvargus-demon, use the following:
sudo systemctl restart nvargus-daemon

3417047

Repeatedly playing and pausing the video in the
DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample app leads to a crash.
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200655673

Streaming from the DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample sample uses a low
bitrate h.264 encoding that may lead to undesirable compression artifacts.
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Notice
This document is provided for information purposes only and shall not be regarded as a warranty of a certain functionality, condition, or quality of a product. NVIDIA
Corporation (“NVIDIA”) makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document and
assumes no responsibility for any errors contained herein. NVIDIA shall have no liability for the consequences or use of such information or for any infringement of patents
or other rights of third parties that may result from its use. This document is not a commitment to develop, release, or deliver any Material (defined below), code, or
functionality.
NVIDIA reserves the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements, and any other changes to this document, at any time without notice.
Customer should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete.
NVIDIA products are sold subject to the NVIDIA standard terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgement, unless otherwise agreed in an individual
sales agreement signed by authorized representatives of NVIDIA and customer (“Terms of Sale”). NVIDIA hereby expressly objects to applying any customer general terms
and conditions with regards to the purchase of the NVIDIA product referenced in this document. No contractual obligations are formed either directly or indirectly by this
document.
NVIDIA products are not designed, authorized, or warranted to be suitable for use in medical, military, aircraft, space, or life support equipment, nor in applications where
failure or malfunction of the NVIDIA product can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury, death, or property or environmental damage. NVIDIA accepts no liability
for inclusion and/or use of NVIDIA products in such equipment or applications and therefore such inclusion and/or use is at customer’s own risk.
NVIDIA makes no representation or warranty that products based on this document will be suitable for any specified use. Testing of all parameters of each product is not
necessarily performed by NVIDIA. It is customer’s sole responsibility to evaluate and determine the applicability of any information contained in this document, ensure the
product is suitable and fit for the application planned by customer, and perform the necessary testing for the application in order to avoid a default of the application or the
product. Weaknesses in customer’s product designs may affect the quality and reliability of the NVIDIA product and may result in additional or different conditions and/or
requirements beyond those contained in this document. NVIDIA accepts no liability related to any default, damage, costs, or problem which may be based on or attributable
to: (i) the use of the NVIDIA product in any manner that is contrary to this document or (ii) customer product designs.
No license, either expressed or implied, is granted under any NVIDIA patent right, copyright, or other NVIDIA intellectual property right under this document. Information
published by NVIDIA regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license from NVIDIA to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement
thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property rights of the third party, or a license from NVIDIA
under the patents or other intellectual property rights of NVIDIA.
Reproduction of information in this document is permissible only if approved in advance by NVIDIA in writing, reproduced without alteration and in full compliance with all
applicable export laws and regulations, and accompanied by all associated conditions, limitations, and notices.
THIS DOCUMENT AND ALL NVIDIA DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS, REFERENCE BOARDS, FILES, DRAWINGS, DIAGNOSTICS, LISTS, AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (TOGETHER AND
SEPARATELY, “MATERIALS”) ARE BEING PROVIDED “AS IS.” NVIDIA MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE WITH RESPECT TO THE
MATERIALS, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. TO THE EXTENT
NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL NVIDIA BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT, EVEN IF
NVIDIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason whatsoever, NVIDIA’s aggregate
and cumulative liability towards customer for the products described herein shall be limited in accordance with the Terms of Sale for the product.
HDMI
HDMI, the HDMI logo, and High-Definition Multimedia Interface are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC.
ARM
ARM, AMBA and ARM Powered are registered trademarks of ARM Limited. Cortex, MPCore and Mali are trademarks of ARM Limited. All other brands or product names are
the property of their respective holders. ʺARMʺ is used to represent ARM Holdings plc; its operating company ARM Limited; and the regional subsidiaries ARM Inc.; ARM KK;
ARM Korea Limited.; ARM Taiwan Limited; ARM France SAS; ARM Consulting (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.; ARM Germany GmbH; ARM Embedded Technologies Pvt. Ltd.; ARM Norway,
AS and ARM Sweden AB.
Trademarks
NVIDIA, the NVIDIA logo, Jetpack, Jetson Nano, Jetson AGX Xavier, and Quadro RTX are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and other
countries. Other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
Copyright
© 2021 NVIDIA Corporation & affiliates. All rights reserved.
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